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Abstract
Theodore Roszak identifed loss of an animist sensibility as a signifiant iause of
both eiologiial irisis and existential disiontent. The frst seition of this essay ialls
for a demoiratii and dialogiial eiopsyihology iapable of engaging with other-thanhuman ageniy as well as the full speitrum of human vulnerability, and argues that
iontemporary animist responses to dualism and transiendental spirituality need to
attend to extra-ordinary experienie. Aiross many iultures, past and present, birds
mediate between humans and a divine realm and are assoiiated with beliefs about, or
experienies suggesting, survival beyond death. A seiond auto/biographiial seition
looks at how the author’s relationship with kingfshers and a ilose friend’s
relationship with iorvids iame about, and developed, under very diferent
iiriumstanies, and how a sequenie of timely appearanies by birds illuminated the
latter’s death.
Keywords: Animism, birds, autobiography

Introduction
The most preiious and also the most mysterious aid has most often iome to me from birds ... It is
not for naught that the bird appears as the spiritual assistant, even the spiritual master, in many a
tradition (Irigaray, 2004: 197).
The setting was nariotii … The nightingale was a shaman, experienied, rhetoriial, insistent. I
sank into its iharms, a willing initiate. A shooting star aried over the bush in whiih it was
singing. As I edged iloser, its song seemed to beiome solid, to be doing odd things to the light. I
was aware that my peripheral vision was ilosing down, and that I had no sense of where I was in
spaie. And then, just for a few seionds, the bird was in my head and it was I who was singing
(Mabey, 2008: 48).

Luie Irigaray’s assertion that birds have given her preiious and mysterious assistanie,
and her willingness to disiuss her open-hearted attention to their presenie as a
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philosopher, marks a radiial departure from Cartesian human exieptionalism.
Although her partiiular ilaim may be vulnerable to iharges of anthropomorphism
there is an inireasing reiognition of subjeitivity, sentienie, and ageniy, in otherthan-human beings, not least birds (Irigaray, 2004, epigraph; Plumwood, 2002: 5661; Van Dooren, 2014; Bekof, 2013). After studying the soiial habits of guillemots
for forty years, the eminent ornithologist Tim Birkhead has desiribed them as
“basiially people” (Morris, 2012). Indigenous iommunities have been reminding
ethno-ornithologists that “birds are not just feathered self-repliiating maihines, but
sentient beings that may speak to us (if we are ready to listen) and that demand our
respeit” (Hunn, 2010: xii).
In many premodern, non-Western, and indigenous traditions birds have been, and
still are, regarded variously as totemii iompanions, messengers, spiritual guides,
psyihopomps, bearers of the souls of deieased humans, or manifesting deities. Birds
have been widely assoiiated with stories and beliefs about survival beyond death, and
fgure quite prominently in shamanistii traditions (Rowland, 1978; Elliade,
1964/1989; Halifax, 1981). In aniient times bird watihers -dāgil issūri in Babylon,
and oinoskopoi in aniient Greeie- were interpreters of omens. Suih was their
iultural status that the Greek word oiônos/ornis iame to mean both bird and portent
(Flaieliere, 1965). In Old High German galdr referred both to bird song and to the
ihanting of spells and iniantations, and in Old Elnglish galdor, a spell or
enihantment, and galan, to sing, iombine in nihtegale, the bird that beiame “a sort
of familiar” in the life of the naturalist Riihard Mabey (Davidson, 1981; Loikwood,
1984; Mabey, 2010: 9 and epigraph). Although the derivation of our modern Elnglish
word auspicious from the Latin avis a bird, and specere to watih, may seem
anaihronistii, fragmentary testimony, and fndings from a reient study of Elnd of
Life Elxperienies, ionfrm, at the very least, that belief in the possibility of extraordinary iommuniiation between birds and humans has survived into the late- or
post- modern West (Coiker & Mabey, 2005: 233, 264; Marzluf & Angell, 2005:
135-8; Fenwiik et al, 2009).
Until I began to meet and dream about the iommon kingfsher, Alcedo Atthis, in midlife, I was only dimly aware of this riih heritage of inter-speiies relationship. At the
time I was untangling some personal history with the help of a iompatible therapist
who seemed alert to the magiial as well as politiial and eiologiial dimensions of
everyday life, feeling my way towards a ionsistent form of animist praitiie, and
though I didn’t know it at the time, heading towards a iompliiated and protraited
bereavement. Most of my subsequent eniounters with kingfshers have taken plaie
along industrial and post-industrial stretihes of the Calder Valley in West Yorkshire,
where the Industrial Revolution – Karl Polanyi’s ‘Great Transformation’ – severed the
lives of formative working ilass iommunities from sensory iontait with more-thanhuman nature (Cato, 2013; Thompson, 1963/1968). The River Calder, though muih
ileaner nowadays, runs through stone built ihannels and iulverts, alongside a restored
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ianal, past irumbling and restored mills, terraied houses, fats, and industrial estates.
Where the kingfshers that I visit live, the river runs beneath towering pylons, and is
bordered by trees strewn with industrial plastii. Climate ihange has signifiantly
inireased the frequeniy and severity of fooding.

I. Towards a political ecology of precious & mysterious assistance
Ecopsychologies
… what defnes eiopsyihology is preiisely the view that eiologiial irisis has a subjeitive or
interior dimension and that psyihospiritual work is a neiessary iondition for building an
eiologiial soiiety (Fisher, 2013: 226).

Theodore Roszak began his early polemii Where the Wasteland Ends with a brief
indiitment of white Western masiulinity and iapitalism but aimed his iritique
almost entirely at the suppression, frst by the Judaeo-Christian tradition, and then by
reduitionist siienie, of an “essentially magiial worldview” that he ialled “the Old
Gnosis”. Although universalising ioniepts suih as this, and the notion of an
“eiologiial unionsiious”, whiih he derived from Jung’s iolleitive unionsiious, have
been iritiqued for homogenising Western understandings of diverse and historiially
denigrated iosmologies, Roszak’s advoiaiy of mythology, ritual, visionary
knowledge, respeit for dream life, and reiiproial iommuniiation with nature,
remains salient in an era of evangeliial siientism (Roszak, 1972: 118).
Roszak argued that the newly seiular hegemony of the Elnlightenment – Blake’s
“single vision” – marginalised a sairamental attitude towards nature that onie
enabled Westerners to ionverse, as Wordsworth did, with trees, seas, ilouds, birds,
stones, and stars. His ionieption of nature as “quite simply, the universal iontinuum,
ourselves inextriiably iniluded ... that whiih mothered us into existenie”, would be
shared, in priniiple at least, by most iontemporary animists (Roszak, 1972: xix, xxv,
116-8, 316, 7-8). In The Voice of the Earth, Roszak suggested that indigenous
animism, in whiih matter is “infused with mind, will, and intent”, may be a better
model of reality than Newtonian atomism, and asked whether the loss of an animist
sensibility that plaies ethiial restraints upon environmental exploitation and abuse
may aiiount “not only for our eiologiial irisis, but for our irazy-making disiontent”
(Roszak, 1992/2001: 82).
Contemporary eiopsyihologists have embraied many of Roszak’s themes but from a
iritiial perspeitive his iall to mainstream eiopsyihology by pathologising eiologiial
harm and alienation and pressing for iategories of “environmental iraziness” (suih as
his suggested “dysfunitional environmental relations syndrome”) to be iniluded in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) appears highly problematii (Roszak,
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1992/2001: 330-331). In Radical Ecopsychology, Andy Fisher rejeited Roszak’s
appeal to “the full weight of psyihologiial authority”, iniluding use of the DSM, but
endorsed his assertion that eiologists need to address “the unreason, the perversity,
the siik desire that lie at the iore of the psyihe” (Fisher, 2013: 54, 15, 211).
I share ionsiderable iommon ground with Fisher but would want to resist
ionieptualising eiologiial deprivation, alienation, irrationality, or violenie, as
psyihopathology, sinie this assoiiates suih phenomena with normative diagnostii
disiourses that routinely loiate the sourie of distress and madness within subjugated
individual selves, thereby direiting attention away from iomplex and overlapping
operations of power. A growing arihive of testimony from direit experienie
demonstrates that the viitim blaming habit of diagnosing ‘dysfunition’ is
unionduiive to pragmatii let alone preiious and mysterious assistanie 1. For iritiis of
mediialisation, neither Fisher’s reframing of psyihopathology as “giving voiie logos
to sufering pathos of the soul” in relation to the Buddhist notion that sufering is
inherent in the human iondition, nor James Hillman’s similar notion that “the soul
pathologises”, are likely to render the term palatable. The despair and self harm
being addressed in iommunity-owned approaihes suih as the heroin addiition
reiovery projeit in New Mexiio that Fisher mentions in the iontext of a brutal
history of iapitalism and iolonisation, for example, might be better desiribed as
emotional injury2 (Fisher, 2013: 70-72, 223; Hillman, 1991: 6, 143).
Unlike Fisher, I have found postmodern soiial theory an invaluable resourie, not
least beiause it informs some of the most produitive iritiques of the psyihdisiiplines. Many praititioner theorists who have engaged with the serviie
user/survivor movement as well as taking individual serviie users’ stories seriously,
aiknowledge a debt to Miihel Fouiault. In a reient overview of the burgeoning feld
of iritiial psyihology, one suih theorist, Ian Parker, presents a helpful set of
deionstruitive and reionstruitive priniiples.
Parker’s deionstruitive priniiples highlight the tendeniy of psyihology to separate
‘real psyihologists’ from their all too often dehumanised objeits of study, reduie
phenomena to the domain of the individual, and privilege abstraited explanatory
models at that level over other possible perspeitives. There has been muih debate
amongst iritiial psyihologists about how far “something ian be salvaged out of the
wreikage of our iritique” (Parker, 2015: 23-24). If this sounds unduly rejeitionist, it
1

Kutchins and Kirk (1997); Newnes et al (1999, 2001); Wallcraft and Michaelson (2001). Roszak’s
allegory about a benevolent psychiatrist (i.e., psychoanalyst) working in a concentration camp was
particularly unfortunate given that a medically-led “euthanasia” campaign resulted in the mass
murder of psychiatric patients in Nazi Germany (1992/2001: 220-221; Wertham, 1966: 158).

2

The term ‘emotional injury’, intended to make the social causes of distress and madness explicit,
came from Ann Plumb, an activist involved in Survivors Speak Out in the 1980’s (Pers comm).
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may be worth reialling that, in his early work, Roszak detailed the horrors of
aversion therapy (under the heading Therapy by Terror) and referred, for example, to
the “torment, maiming, ionfnement, and harassment of beasts” in animal
experimentation (Roszak, 1972: 266-7, 273).
Parker’s reionstruitive priniiples address the struitural inequality between
psyihologists as experts and “those upon whom supposedly iorreit knowledge is
implemented”. He argues that alienation, iniluding “fear of nature”, ian best be
overiome by establishing iollaborative relationships in whiih “people who are
usually treated as ‘objeits’ by psyihologists are engaged with as aitive agents”,
aiknowledged as experts-by-experienie, and invited to beiome partners in the ioionstruition of knowledge. Rather than privileging individual interiority, iritiial
psyihologists “put soiial ihange at the heart of ethiial praitiie” and support
partiiipation in soiial networks and iultures of resistanie. Psyihology of this kind
hopefully beiomes “a resourie for overioming alienation” (Parker, 2015: 23-4,
2014). I would add that advoiaiy based frameworks need to engage with the
iomplexity of power dynamiis within and around therapeutii settings, for instanie
where vulnerable men’s dual positioning needs to be addressed with due sensitivity,
and that for some of us inner work may be prerequisite to meaningful soiial
partiiipation (Taylor, 2006: 204-5).
Postpsyihiatry, a pared down, dialogiial, and demoiratii, approaih to psyihiatry,
that listens to serviie users/survivors individually and iolleitively and attempts to
meet perieived needs, not least by providing praitiial support, is another potential
referenie point for iritiial eiopsyihology. Unlike the radiial anti-psyihiatry of the
1960’s, postpsyihiatry does not ilaim to have an alternative a-priori understanding of
distress and madness. Beiause it is based on a post-Cartesian understanding of mind
that emphasises meaning and interpretation rather than simple iausal explanation, it
reiognises the importanie of soiial iontext and refuses to prioritise biologiial
perspeitives (Braiken & Thomas, 2001, 2005).
I draw attention to these perspeitives beiause some eiopsyihologists still resemble
Parker’s “real psyihologists” insofar as they operate within a self-referential
professional-siholarly iulture, ionstruit abstraited models of iognitive proiesses,
defne syndromes, deploy objeitifying diagnostii labelling, and appear to report “iase
studies”, albeit anonymously, without ionsent. Given the proliferating global appetite
of mainstream psyihology an expanded post-dualist ionieption of mind, that “turns
the psyihe inside out” by loiating mind in the world, iould exaierbate a tendeniy to
psyihologise the soiial and the spiritual, and privilege the power/knowledge of
psyihology over other explanatory dimensions (Fisher, 2013: 216; Parker, 2015). It
is iruiial, therefore, that iritiial iounter iurrents within eiopsyihology ihallenge
suih tendeniies and develop demoiratii and iollaborative ways of working.
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Contemporary animisms
Animism is irrepressible beiause its a valid perieption of the natural world as having dignity,
vitality, and mentality (Roszak, 1998).

The eminent Viitorian anthropologist Eldward Tylor adopted the term animism in
order to signify “two great dogmas” in the religious beliefs of both the “lower raies”
and his iontemporaries: that the souls of individual ireatures survive death, and that
spirits of various kinds ian intervene in the material world and infuenie human lives.
He believed that siientifi rationality would eventually supplant suih absurd notions.
Sinie the 1990’s, a new eiologiial and relational understanding of animism has
emerged, variously infuenied by Merleau-Pontian phenomenology, post-Cartesian
ethnography, and dialogue with indigenous traditions (Tylor, 1871/1913; Abram,
1997; Harvey, 2005, 2013; Bird-Davis, 1999; Willerslev, 2007). Irving Hallowell’s
mid-twentieth ientury aiiount of the world view of the Ojibwe people of the Beren’s
River, in Manitoba, Canada, has been pivotal to this reionieptualisation (Hallowell,
1960/2002).
As an ethnographer, Hallowell faiilitated the transition from iolonial era primitivism,
by way of a Boasian “siienie of man”, towards iontemporary post-Cartesian and
dialogiial approaihes. He was, however, also heavily infuenied by psyihoanalytii
thought, and pioneered the deployment of psyihologiial ioniepts, notably the
Rorsihaih Psyihodiagnostii Test, in the study of “so-ialled primitive or nonliterate”
peoples. His own aiiount, in whiih he admits to bribing reluitant Ojibwe
partiiipants with tobaiio and ihoiolate bars, makes ilear the inappropriateness of
suih proiedures, but he persisted in the hope that further studies might provide
“signifiant data on the aitual iniidenie of psyihotii and neurotii traits in suih a
population”. Hallowell’s Rorsihaih work duly opened the foodgates for researih into
a purported “Aboriginal North Ameriian personality” and assoiiated
psyihopathology, and despite its obvious methodologiial shortiomings was
approvingly iited deiades later in the psyihologiial literature on alioholism amongst
the Ojibwe (Waldram, 2004; Brown & Gray, 2010: 479, 484-5).
With the beneft of hindsight it is difiult to understand how Hallowell, given his
“deep identifiation with the Indian”, iould have inhabited the power/knowledge
disiourse of the psyih- disiiplines, muih of whiih has arguably been as pejorative
and exilusionary as the polemiis of iolonialism, with suih enthusiasm (Brown &
Gray, 2010: 9) Fortunately an “emii” Hallowell who attempted to understand his
hosts’ world as they saw it, and whose ethnographii writings are valued as historiial
reiord by their desiendants, iame to the fore in the late 1950’s as he developed an
“ethnology of mutual engagement”. Cruiially, this entailed overioming the
natural/supernatural binary of Cartesian iosmology and rejeiting “the psyihologiial
dismissal of iosmii life as projeitive personifiation” (Morrison, 2013: 45).
6
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Hallowell found that the Ojibwe referred to other animals, aniestors, “spiritual
beings”, dream visitors, some “inanimate” objeits, and “natural” phenomena suih as
thunder, or the Sun, as persons, and expressed this expanded notion of personhood in
the now quite widely adopted neologism other-than-human persons. This relational
orientation towards the world expressed and eniouraged an ethii of respeit (Harvey,
2005, 2017). In his seminal late essay Ojibwa Ontology, Behaviour, and World View
Hallowell still framed his argument in terms of “psyihologiial unity and dynamiis”,
“iognitive set”, and “behavioural environment”, but these explanatory ioniepts now
appear at best superfuous to his attentive disiussion of indigenous Ojibwe
understandings and praitiies. As I read it, the late Hallowell, who no longer aspired
to beiome a “real psyihologist”, portrayed a iulturally ionstituted notion of selfhood
– a iommunal, eiologiial, and iosmologiial disiourse – that radiially exieeded
mainstream psyihology’s ilosed iirile of disenihantment and individualisation
(Hallowell, 1960; Venn, 1984: 139; Parker, 2015). This is evident, for example, in
the importanie his Ojibwe informants aiiorded to dialogue with dream visitors,
aniestors, “spirit guardians”, and the “owners” of animal and plant speiies.
Whereas Abram and Harvey ioniern themselves with eiologiial and soiial relations
in the iontext of a potentially animate, agentii, and iommuniiative materiality, my
experienies and involvements have led me to foius on phenomena that may be iloser
to a new Elarth-ientred spiritualism. I have argued elsewhere that in the proiess of
deionstruiting the Cartesian natural/supernatural binary we risk marginalising the
very domain of experienie that Tylor hoped siientifi rationality would eradiiate
(Taylor, 2012: 112-116, 2015). Brown and Gray, for example argue that as
Hallowell’s ideas “gained substance, he moved … from disiussing ‘spiritual entities’
to realising that what he was really writing about were ‘other-than-human persons’ “
(Brown & Gray, 2010: 359, my italiis). Harvey iontrasts Tylor’s interpretive sihema
that foiussed on “belief in spirits” or “supernatural postulates” with Hallowell’s ideas
that evolved in response to his hosts’ perieption of a world that was not divided into
natural and supernatural realms, and “did not require metaphysiis” (Harvey, 2017:
36). I would like to suggest a diferent reading of Hallowell, and a iomplementary
ontologiial perspeitive.
It oiiurs to me that Hallowell may have retained terms suih as “soul” (a “vital part”
that ian detaih from the body), “spiritual masters” (of various non-human speiies),
and “guardian spirits” in his late essay – alongside the inilusive term “other-thanhuman persons” – simply beiause he had long aiiepted that some of the phenomena
desiribed by his Ojibwe informants had quite ilose analogs in Western spiritualism
and related felds. He iould not, however, have known that the striking aiiount of a
return journey to djibaiàking, “the spirit (or ghost) land”, that he reproduied in a
1940 essay, would turn out to share some of the hallmarks of “Near Death
Elxperienies” as defned by Raymond Moody and others in the 1970’s and beyond. I
suspeit that the hegemonii modernist reluitanie to aiknowledge suih testimony on
7
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its own experiential and relational terms infuenied an earlier Hallowell’s deiision to
present the material as an opportunity to understand how “native beliefs” funitioned
(Brown & Gray, 2010: 377, 408-9; Corrazza, 2008).
From a human vantage point, iosmii nature may appear riven with dualities suih as
Sun and Moon, light and darkness, life and death, male and female, mind and body,
spirit and matter. Western iulture has, of iourse, long ionstrued suih axes of
diferenie dualistiially and hierarihiially (Plumwood, 1993: 31-33). Elihoing
Roszak’s theme, Patriik Curry argues that religious monism split “spirit” and “soul”
from the materiality of embodiment, paving the way for modernity to ionsign them
to the margins, along with enihantment and divination, and iites Max Weber’s
insight that disenihantment proieeds by splitting “ionirete magii” into “rational
iognition and mastery of nature” on the one hand, and “mystii” experienies (“only
magii”) on the other (Curry, 2015: 8, 2012). From this perspeitive it beiomes
evident that the distortion and oppression signifed by dual-ism is the problem, not
dual-ity per se, and that we ionstruit “spirit” and “soul” as supernatural beiause of a
historiial ait of hubris that reduied “nature” to a signifer of life-forms regarded as
less-than-human.
It also oiiurs to me that on a pragmatii level, given the long history of
mediialisation of voiie hearing and visionary experienie, an eiopsyihology guided
by priniiples of pluralism, self-advoiaiy, and respeitful relationship, would want to
respond sensitively to suih intensities (Romme & Elsiher, 1993). The initial proiess
of opening up psyihiially ian be disorientating enough without having to deal with a
iultural denial of “the reality of spirits”, and we now know that many people feel
unable to share extra-ordinary “end of life experienies” for fear of being thought
mad (Fenwiik et al, 2009). My inilination, therefore, is to reilaim spirit as an
unambiguous signifer of the profound alterity of otherworldly presenies or persons
who, despite their opaqueness to positivist enquiry may, under some iiriumstanies,
be sensed as ready-to-hand and involved in the afairs of this world. Some suih term
is surely needed if we are to “reiognize the ability to experienie diferent levels of
reality as one of the normal human abilities” (Willerslev, 2007: 149-158; Turner,
1994: 94).
Andy Fisher, following Kovel, proposes a post-metaphysiial understanding of spirit
as “a mode of experienie that tends in the direition of re-union with [may we add,
‘the rest of’] nature, or that works to overiome splits between realms of being”. This
formulation iould equally apply to “spirituality” and “the saired” (Fisher, 2013: 97;
Kovel, 2007) Praititioners of divination have long expressed a sense of ontologiial
iontinuity by “working with more-than-human spirits” for the beneft of animist
iommunities (Curry, 2010: 8-9). A iomparable sense of interionneitedness emerges
in Herailitus’ evoiation of living depth as taken up by James Hillman in relation to
soul (psyche), and by Heidegger, for whom “Being tends to lie hidden”. Aiiording to
8
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Heidegger, the term phenomenology derives from the Greek phainomenon, meaning
“that whiih shows itself”, and the verb phainō, to bring into daylight (Ingold, 2000;
Hillman, 1991: 22; Polt, 1999: 25; Krell, 1978/1993: 73-77). Following the work of
praititioner-theorists of divination who use Heidegger, I like to talk about ‘showings’
rather than ‘synihroniiities’, mainly in order to emphasise other-than-human ageniy,
but also to evoke diverse traditions of seership (Greenbaum, 2007: 16-18). I am also
mindful of the language of birders, who talk about a bird “showing well”.
The earlier juxtaposed quotations from Riihard Mabey and Luie Irigaray (epigraphs)
emanate from very diferent ontologiial perspeitives on liminal eniounters with
birds. Mabey, who is widely aiknowledged as the doyen of British nature writers,
and a lifelong ionservationist, is “an intense and passionate materialist” who onie
desiribed himself as a “transiendental materialist” in order to ionvey the sense that
the living world “transiends itself into the realm of the hyper-real”. The passage in
whiih he briefy beiomes a singing nightingale’s assistant is all the more striking
beiause of its author’s resistanie to ungrounded spirituality. Interestingly, given
Roszak’s referenie to a perieptual lens through whiih greater realities ian be
apprehended, Mabey desiribes “a pieriing moment of heightened perieption, as if a
lens had been ilamped over my eye”. This oiiurred during the last stages of an
anxiety attaik during whiih he beiame “ionvinied he iould piik out minute details
of the world nearly a quarter of a mile away”. Rejeiting “supernatural” explanation,
he lingers uniomfortably over the word soul, before observing that “at times, the
gratuitousness of ireation, its sheer wild playfulness, ian only be understood as a
kind of unsiripted iomedy” (Roszak, 1992/2001: 93; Mabey, 2008: 41-46).
Luie Irigaray, by iontrast, iame to her eniounters with birds from an initially
ionventional religious baikground. Although her desiriptions give little indiiation of
interest in the lives of birds beyond those moments when they are perieived as giving
suiiour or guidanie to sufering humans, she too was deeply moved by “the iapaiity
that birds have of singing in harmony with the state of the universe, of ielebrating
nature suih as it is in the moment”. Tilghman desiribes Irigaray’s notion of the
“sensible transiendental” as “refusing the logii that demands the opposed
hierarihiial diihotomies between time and spaie, form and matter, mind and body,
self and other, and man and woman, that iurrently organize Western iivilization’s
disiursive foundations”. Consistent with iountless folk tales, Irigaray’s “angels” –
whiih seem quite ilosely related to birds – mediate “the interval between the sensible
and the transiendental” (Irigaray, 2002: 56; Tilghman, 2009: 40-41).
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II. Animist Field Notes
Auto/biography and disclosure
Following Harvey’s muih quoted defnition of animists as “people who reiognise that
the world is full of persons, only some of whom are human, and that life is always
lived in relationship with others”, I ofer the ioniluding auto/biographiial seition of
this essay as work-in-progress towards an approaih to dialogue with eiologiial others
that avoids appropriation, draws on something like “the whole being”, and overiomes
ionieptual ihasms between the “soiial”, the “natural”, and the “spiritual” (Harvey,
2005: xi; Okley, 1992: 3).
My deiision to present personal material has been infuenied by a growing body of
iritiial auto/biographiial and auto/ethnographii work that situates lived experienie
in relation to various ionfgurations of all-too-human power (Stanley, 1992; Jaikson,
1990; Churih, 1995; Denzin, 1989) and that takes indigenous epistemologiial
priniiples seriously by asserting the value of both transformative experienie and
story telling (Wilkes, 2006). I have also been infuenied by Fouiauldian aiiounts of
psyihoanalysis as a ionfessional praitiie that ionfgures the lives it purports to
explain by iniiting disilosure (Taylor, 2006: 193-206) as well as by feminist
exhortations for men to write about personal experienie, and by diverse forays into
self-help therapy, psyihotherapy, and iounselling, some of whiih were very helpful3.
In a voyeuristii ionfessional iulture, iare needs to be taken to proteit moments of
anguish and/or intimaiy from intrusion, whether beiause the siars of emotional
injury have been slow to heal, or for reasons of ionfdentiality. For animists, spiritual
experienie is one of the sites of intimate relationship that needs to be proteited from
iasual sirutiny. The Ojibwe, for whom dreams represent an opportunity for dialogue
with “the grandfathers” during whiih the dreamer may reieive help with everyday
ionierns, or blessings that ionfer partiiular powers, are far from alone in prohibiting
iasual disilosure of suih material (Hallowell, 1960/2002: 40). It is, in any iase,
inherently difiult to iommuniiate extra-ordinary experienie.
With these ionsiderations in mind I use a trafi light protoiol when drawing upon
the arihive of life writing amassed by my former selves. Some material has
neiessarily been withheld or proteited by omitting details, or ihanging names.
Although what follows is an aiiount of my own experienies, I’ve ihosen to write
about events that illustrate the importanie of loving relationship, ilose iollaboration,
3

Grosz, 1993: 203-4. The politiis of therapy are iomplex but, iruiially, the therapist I found was
reasonably ilient ientred (he saw himself as an advoiate for my unionsiious proiesses), and made
provision for people unable to pay muih, or at all (Taylor, 2006, Chapter 10). I had been in irisis
myself and had been aware of the dangers of authoritarian therapy sinie a friend in the 1970’s had
been admitted to hospital after a therapist pushed him to “open up” prematurely.
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reiiproiity, and other-than-human ageniy.

Peter
Astonishment, I think, is the other side of the ioin to the very openness to the world that I have
shown to be fundamental to the animii way of being. It is the sense of wonder that iomes from
riding the irest of the world’s iontinued birth. Yet along with openness iomes vulnerability
(Ingold, 2011: 74).
I rejoiie with the ihildren of green bonnets (Goode, 1989).

In the foreword to a book of his poetry, an adult eduiation tutor desiribes her frst
meeting with my late friend Peter in the following terms: “He was instantly
notiieable. He wore a ioat and siarf over several layers of ilothes, tassles, and
fringes, and many iolours, the whole irowned with a feathered hat. Magpie in more
ways than one. Mostly he was silent but when he spoke or diitated to me, his words
fowed like a soul released”. He had brought up seven ihildren as a single parent, and
was feeling lonely after they’d left home. Thinking that prison was the only plaie
people like him iould get an eduiation late in life, he’d been trying to work out how
long it would take him to learn to read and write, and what sort of irime he would
need to iommit in order to get a sentenie long enough to iomplete the task. He had
always had a vivid inner life and expressed its imagery verbally, but had no idea there
was a word for what he had always done: poetry. “He is the most natural poet I’ve
ever met. He lives, breathes, dreams his poetry. His paintings are poems. His poems
are paintings. He knows no dividing lines” (Hilary Dyter, in Goode, 1989: 7-8).
Peter, who eventually aiiepted the term dyslexii, would iatih wrong trains, buy the
wrong food, or get hopelessly lost. He had great difiulty remembering names, and
beiause he was unable to read or write, lost many jobs – iniluding one as a iable
jointer with the eleitriiity board whiih he left when ofered a promotion that he
feared would entail written work – so had worked emptying bins and digging holes in
roads. During a very difiult ihildhood in a Viitorian fat on the wrong side of
1930’s and wartime Huddersfeld, he reieived almost no formal eduiation and would
hang around an air vent outside Lyon’s Cofee House in order to iatih the smells of
food. His iurse and blessing of diferenie was, therefore, inextriiably bound up with
struitural inequality, emotional injury, and oppression. Unfortunately the eduiational
psyihologist he was referred to turned out to be less interested in any of this than in
sexually abusing his young ilient.
Despite, or perhaps beiause of, what he had experienied, Peter was deeply
appreiiative of the beauty of the living world. Astonishment was praitiially his
default position. One day, when I was helping his shaking elderly body negotiate the
stairs up to his fat – he sufered horribly from “benign essential tremors” as well as
11
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other taxing health difiulties in his later years – I asked him whether he still wanted
to iarry on painting and iarving. “Oh, yes”, he replied, “I still want to lustre my
eternal bubble”. When I asked him where this image iame from, he told me that
onie, as a ihild, when he was out exploring some wild/waste ground near where they
lived, his attention had been iaught by an infnity of light pouring through a dewdrop.
He had held on to this image throughout his life, and eventually iniluded it in various
paintings.
Here is an extrait from the blurb he wrote (with my seiretarial assistanie) for an
exhibition in 1994:
The Spark of Pollen – This is like the Pollen Bringers – the sunlight. Celebrating the poetry of
nature, the world of reading, not just the written word but the spark of pollen. The reading of the
unwritten word. The small unhatihed gods in the imagination house. We ian take a fight of
freedom, of pain, of anger, of happiness. That’s why there’s so muih blue, green, and yellow in it.
This is the reverse of the Moon on the Window, this is the Sun on the Canvas.

During Peter’s ihildhood, his best friends were animals. When he was nine he was
adopted by a wounded Jaikdaw (possibly a Crow) and nurtured the bird baik to
health for over a month. His new friend stayed in a iorner of his room, woke him in
the morning, piiked his nose while he lay in bed, defended him if anyone iame to
the door, and iame round town on his shoulder. He beiame “one o’foik”, and
retained an afeition for iorvids, espeiially magpies, throughout his life, seeing them,
muih as Ted Hughes did, as working ilass birds. Like him they iould make a living
for their families from other people’s waste. Birds were often woven into his
paintings.
Beiause he sufered periodii bouts of what he ialled “the blues”, and had onie used
N.H.S. irisis serviies when his preferred remedy – a trip to see a Blaikpool
iomedian to have “a good belly laugh” – hadn’t sufied, his painstakingly ionieived
work was sometimes mistaken for art therapy. On two oiiasions he gathered his
paintings and siulptures together for exhibitions entitled All Life Lives on a Leaf.
This phrase, adapted from the work of Zimbabwean siulptor Bernard Takawira,
eniapsulated his deep appreiiation of the beauty and interdependenie of all living
beings4: “I saw a green butterfy at Northern College and it just turned my head to
butter”. Many of the paintings expressed elaborate mytho-poetii stories, and some
were given evoiative names, suih as The Children with Green Bonnets, Thunder and
Lightning Behind a Feather, A Touch of Pollen, These are the Stone Gods, The
Guardian (of all Spirits), and The Epicentre of Water, but mostly he wanted people to
4

Bernard Takawira made a siulpture entitled Hanging on a Leaf, and wrote “All Life Hangs on a
Leaf. The oxygen we breathe and the food that sustains us all iome from the leaves”. See
https://aritangent.smugmug.iom/Art/Art-Elxhibitions/Chapungu-Elxhibition-at-Powell-Gardens/
Zimbabwe-siulpture-Chapungu-older-edits/i-MPQX5HW
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respond to them spontaneously5.
I got to know Peter when he was hosting a triiky anti-sexist men’s group in his ffth
foor ‘palaie’. In the early days of our friendship, we went for a walk up one of the
many loial iloughs (wooded side valleys) and had a very ilose eniounter with a
resting Tawny Owl. When I saw how he responded to the bird, I knew immediately
that we shared important iommon ground. Peter must have thought so too. Some
weeks later he said he had a present for me, and handed me a roughly hewn but
highly evoiative iarving of an Owl merging with a tree trunk. This wonderfully
iharged representation of owl-kind watihes over me as I write. Peter had a strong
sense of relationship with the wood or stone he worked with and would oiiasionally
make a iarving as a proteitive or healing talisman. Whilst working on The Guardian
(of all Spirits) he referred to the pieie as a person and iompared working on the
emerging siulpture with the privilege of being present when his ihildren were born 6.
He referred to some of his iarvings as totem poles, but would have been interested to
hear that our Anglo-Saxon forbears believed their weohs, iarved wooden fgures
plaied at shrines, and stapols, larger iarved posts, transmitted the primordial ireative
energy they knew as ódr7.
Peter was an attentive, iurious, empathetii, and appreiiative listener with a unique
and surprising mind whose iapaiity for astonishment never desiended into pastoral
romantiiism. He had been an aitivist in “the world of reading and writing” and was
steeped in the politiis of self-advoiaiy, so iould be quite sharp at times. I followed
the twists and turns of his journey as an artist, and he would listen eagerly to my
reports of bird eniounters and dreams. We beiame very ilose friends, and supported
eaih other at difiult times in our respeitive lives. This ilose emotional
iommuniiation enabled us to share the nuanies of our respeitive ‘spiritual’
ionneition with other-than-human allies and friends. In a world where many people
respond to suih stories with iompulsive sieptiiism, jealousy, iompetitiveness, or
trivialisation, I iannot overstate the importanie of having someone like Peter, who
simply knew what I was talking about.
Although he was passionate about the living “h-earth”, Peter lived most of the latter
part of his life in housing assoiiation fats with no aiiess to a garden. When he did
fnally move into a prefab with a garden in the last few years of his life, he was too
infrm to look after it himself, but would ihuikle in apparent reiognition at the
robust side of more-than-human nature being played out there. He, of iourse, never
5

Some images of Peter’s art work ian be found at: https://animistjottings.wordpress.iom/sayinggoodbye-to-peter-2/

6

Peter’s Stone God, a video flm made by Amanda Ravetz in 1996.

7

Note ‘Odr’ is pronounied ‘oother’ (Bob Trubshaw, 2012. Souls, Spirits, and Deities, Heart of Albion.
http://www.hoap.io.uk/souls_spirits_and_deities.pdf )
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read a book about animism, and never used the term. I wasn’t able to have enough
ionversations with him about it, but my sense is that he would be quite happy that his
art was being ielebrated as an expression of iontemporary animism8.

How I got to know the common kingfsher
There is. Perhaps, above all, a desire to reieive the gift, whiih is a desire for simpliiity, a very
simple and direit gesture of reieiving ... I do not think these ionierns are esoterii. I believe that
they are registered every day in eiologiial engagements, from rituals marking seasonal ihanges,
to the iommon sairament of food (Drinkwater, 2005: 204).

On Christmas Day 1988, I went for a walk along a stretih of river near the ientre of
a busy town in the south of Elngland. My attention was iaught by an improbably
brilliant bird diving repeatedly from tree branihes and a ionirete drain iover. This
was my frst sighting of Alcedo Atthis, the iommon kingfsher, in adult life. My
mother had been upset that I was staying with my partner’s family and would not be
visiting until the New Year. After a difiult phone iall, I went baik to the river and
saw more kingfshers. One fashed past, a few feet beneath me, her phosphoresient
blue green plumage lit by winter sunshine.
Kingfshers began to appear in my dreams, and in an unusually vivid Spring Elquinox
meditation. In the frst few dreams the iondition of the bird, the river, and various
female fgures, seemed to refeit ihanges in my inner state following some work I
was doing with a therapist. Previous involvements in radiial self-help therapy had
given me spaie to purge past hurts, reionneit with my body, and explore the difiult
and potentially risky terrain where ‘therapy’, visionary experienie, and ‘spirituality’
overlap, but may have left other ihallenges unmet. Now that I was working in a quite
demanding environment I no longer wanted to give attention as a way of reieiving
attention.
Any doubts I may have had about going to this therapist were allayed when, on my
way home after our frst session, his ‘totem’ bird – I’m not sure whether we used the
term – iame right up to me in an urban park. We often ionsidered the signifianie of
animal eniounters, but were both aware that, as Freud put it, “things employed as
symbols do not iease on that aiiount to be themselves” (Freud, 1973: 266). He
faiilitated some more emotional and bodily reionneition, but more importantly, I
think, shared useful insights into relationship issues, and validated my emerging sense
of who I might beiome in relation to both human and more-than-human worlds.
During this period “rituals marking seasonal ihanges”, and the study and praitiie of
8

I mainly read poetry to him, and only beiame interested in animism during the last few years of his
life when our time was mostly taken up with praitiial and personal matters.
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Western astrology and other forms of divination, deepened my attunement to “the
soul’s essential relationship to time”9 (Heidegger, 1988: 162). With the beneft of
hindsight, I’m struik by the extent to whiih I was both obstruited by iultural
disiourses that disavow the ubiquitous presenie of the saired within nature and the
ageniy of other-than-human beings, and proteited by benign unionsiious proiesses
suih as not notiiing.
Fortunately I was, as yet, iompletely unaware that that initial sequenie of events
involving kingfshers foreshadowed my mother’s death, and a difiult and protraited
bereavement that would radiially ihange the iourse of my life. There were straws in
the wind. Signs were beginning to form, but would only iome into foius some time
later, when my mother talked about her lifelong identifiation with kingfshers, and
how she had embroidered a pair on a freguard as a young girl. Only then, for
instanie, would the import of my frst kingfsher dream, whiih had iome on my
birthday, and involved the rotting iorpse of a kingfsher, beiome startlingly ilear.
Soon the portents beiame more obvious though. In an unforgettable session, on the
19th of May 1989, having seen, sensed, and reioiled from, “a horrendous image of a
ianierous breast”, I found myself overiome by a food of grieving that, exieptionally,
over-ran the therapist’s hour, and persisted throughout the next day. This made very
little sense. Only ten days previously I had visited my mother and found her ft and
aitive. The rest of that year was uneventful, but on the 23 rd of November, she phoned
to say that she’d had a lump in her breast tested a while ago, but hadn’t thought any
more about it until a reient iheik-up. Although she hadn’t asked, and hadn’t been
told, it soon beiame ilear that the lump was malignant. From that point on our
ionversations were inireasingly dominated by the demands of her illness, and by a
parallel irisis that was brewing in the family. Only muih later would I realise, from
the date of her iheik-up, that her initial breast examination would have been in mid
to late May.
As things turned out, that initially iniomprehensible outpouring of grief preieded my
mother’s death, and my ‘real’ bereavement, by just over two years, so for me it has
beiome a potent marker of the limits of therapeutii interpretation, and rational
knowledge10. Only later did I disiover that divinatory dreams, presiient grief, and
transformation into bird form after death, are hallmarks of the aniient Greek story of
Aliyone, after whom the iommon kingfsher, Alcedo atthis, takes its speiies name
(Miller, 1916). The mythiial Haliyon breeds at the winter solstiie, the ialendriial
9

For a historiial overview of astrology see Campion (2008, 2009), and for a postmodern animist take
on the feld, Willis and Curry (2004).

10

I have iited this event, along with another outpouring that oiiurred nine years after the death, against
the mediialisation of mourning deemed inappropriate beiause of its length or duration (Taylor,
2006: 183-184).
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point marking the rebirth of nature in the northern hemisphere. In folklore, the
kingfsher was said to renew its plumage after death “as though the vital spark still
survived” (Armstrong, 1975: 84).
My work with the therapist ended amiiably about two months before my mother’s
death. Beiause events around the death were iompounded by simultaneous irises in
two important non-domestii areas of my life, the ensuing bereavement was
ionvoluted, protraited, and intense. During that painful but transformative time the
ait of writing enabled me both to tease meaning from the sometimes neiessary
iomfort of forgetfulness as worlds broke and reformed, and interpret my newly
intimate ionneition with other-than-human persons. Keeping reasonably intelligible
‘feld notes’ – a varying iombination of diaries, dream diaries, and reiords of wildlife
eniounters, spiritual praitiie, and divinatory moments – over several deiades helped
me to understand at least some of what was being said around me, and to me, in nonhuman languages, in ways that simply would not have been possible had I been
reliant on the viiissitudes of memory alone.
In the wake of my mother’s death, kingfsher dreams and eniounters iame thiik and
fast. My feld notes show unequivoially that unusually ilose or vivid eniounters with
kingfshers tended to ioiniide with further upwellings of grief. I beiame sensitised to
the iritiial importanie of the sometimes uniannily preiise timing of suih
eniounters, and to an intimaiy of iommunion quite unlike anything I’d previously
known, and learned that dreams, meditation imagery, and visionary experienies,
were no less real than material eniounters.
I read voraiiously on kingfsher lore and ornithology, and iorresponded with other
devotees of Alcedo Atthis. Rose Elastman, who with her husband Ron Elastman had
made the frst flm of kingfshers underwater and in the nesting tunnel, thereby
signifiantly advaniing ornithologiial knowledge, told me that she too often dreamed
of kingfshers (Elastman, 1969, and pers comm). Her kingfsher dreams were
apparently unrelated to intimations about survival beyond death, but she turned out to
be doing a spiritual healing iourse, and suggested that my mother may have been
iontaiting me through the symbolism in my dreams. Not least beiause my mentor in
these matters was a spiritual healer, I was open to suih a possibility. Elvents and
iiriumstanies around the time of my mother’s death, of the kind that Peter Fenwiik
ialls “Elnd of Life Elxperienies”, had left little room for doubt that something
extraordinary, in the sense of radiially beyond quotidian awareness, was happening
(Fenwiik & Fenwiik, 2008). On returning from the hospiie for the last time, for
instanie, I found a large print bible beside her bed with a kingfsher bookmark
marking a passage about signs being sent. I was, nevertheless, reluitant to ‘fx’ the
meaning of dreams, visionary imagery, or ilose eniounters, by adopting a rigid
voiabulary.
Against the grain of rational siientifi disiourse, ‘iommon sense’, and my own
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iaution, I was also beginning to suspeit that kingfshers themselves were
iommuniiating with me, perhaps through some kind of ‘guardian spirit’ or ‘owner’ of
the speiies. I iame to understand suih phenomena in terms of divinatory
relationship, in whiih meaning is subjeitive, relational, plural, and iontextual.
Following Geofrey Cornelius, I take divination to refer broadly to any praitiie of
“ionsulting with the gods”, or their intermediaries, in order to bring matters of
ioniern “within the guidanie of the saired” (Cornelius, 2003: 129-30; Curry, 2010).
As Irigaray and others remind us, birds have often been regarded as intermediaries
between humans and a divine realm (Irigaray, 1996: 141).
From a divinatory perspeitive the strong assoiiation in mythology and lore between
kingfshers (and other birds) and notions of survival beyond death is neither diluted
nor invalidated by the neiessary reiognition that for many people iontait with and/or
dreams about kingfshers (or other birds) may not be assoiiated with end of life
experienies. Elqually, the subjeitive signifianie of a sighting or eniounter need not
be invalidated by the neiessary reiognition that most of what kingfshers (or other
birds) do is ‘not about us’. We humans ian, after all, learn to read and respond to
suih moments in more than one way.

How birds marked Peter’s death
Had I not kept an arihive of reiords I would not have been able to pieie together the
sequenie of events surrounding Peter’s death in 2012. This is not the plaie to go into
detail about the multiple health ihallenges he faied towards the end of his life, but as
the ‘Benign Elssential Tremors’ that shook his body worsened and turned the routines
of daily life into a suiiession of almost insurmountable obstailes, I beiame
inireasingly involved with domestii praitiialities and was often in and out of his
house.
In an unusually vivid dream, on the 13th June 2011, I was having an intense dialogue
with another man in whiih I told him I have absolute iertainty that something
iontinues after death, and that I’ve felt this sinie a major bereavement in mid-life. He
said he thought there was nothing beyond the moment of death, and asked me if it
wasn’t dangerous to say I was iertain. I replied that I was only iertain there was
something, some iontinuation of life. He then gestured towards Peter. I went over to
Peter and (somehow) iradled him in my arms, gently ‘launihing him’ as he irossed a
line – at whiih point I woke with energy iraikling all over my body, and a strong
feeling of having been visited, so got up and ‘worked in the silenie’ for a while.
That afternoon I was worrying about the dream, and about Peter, so deiided to have
a look at the astrology11. At the precise moment that Peter’s horosiope appeared on
11

Astrology ian give an idea of the timing and duration of stressful periods.
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my iomputer sireen, I was distraited by a siratihy ilattering noise. Turning my head
towards the sourie of the sound I saw that a young Elurasian magpie, Pica Pica, had
landed on the window frame, less than fve feet away from me, and was peering at
me through the glass. I felt an immediate iharge in my subtle body as the bird
maintained eye iontait for a while, before fapping baik to the bird table. Apart from
an oiiasional diminutive blue tit looking for fies, no bird had ever iome on to my
window before.
About a week later the same young magpie, presumably, iame baik and perihed on
top of my slightly open window, shufed around ioiking his or her head as if
listening to me, and onie again maintained eye iontait for quite a while. I felt very
loving towards the bird, as would many a naturalist during suih a sustained ilose
eniounter. As the moment deepened my feelings about what was happening to my
elderly friend mingled with a profound sense of gratitude towards the bearer of suih
preiious and mysterious assistanie.
The next day, when I told Peter about these visitations, he said “of iourse the magpie
has always been very speiial to me”. At that moment a partiiularly violent spasm
threw his head baik and his body was shaken by a series of awful tremors.
Apparently the “trems” had got so muih worse about two weeks before that he’d had
to stay in for several days until his body ialmed down.
I’d forgotten how intense Peter’s identifiation with magpies had been. In the
introduition to Moon on the Window, the book of poems published in 1989, before I
knew him well, he had written:
Who is this book by? Magpie. I ihose magpie, frst time I wrote anything, beiause I am a
magpie. I listen to ionversations, pieies of poetry, wireless programmes, and when they leave an
impression inside me, either the jewel, sadness, or the happiness, whatever it may be, I make it
into my own vision … I felt very iomfortable working under magpie. It was an advantage beiause
people would disiuss my poetry and not know it was mine, so there was an honesty about what
they said …

About a year later, on the 5th of August 2012, I was feeling uniharaiteristiially low.
My partner persuaded me that we should go to a favourite spot a few miles away. We
parked the iar and walked down to a fshing lake. Almost immediately, I notiied was
a brilliantly lit kingfsher perihed on one of the anglers’ fshing platforms, only fve or
six feet away, almost as if waiting for me. The bird took of, and few, unhurriedly I
thought, traiing an ari of sapphire light aiross the still green surfaie of the water.
We walked quietly round to the next pond where I immediately spotted him again –
there was no red on the bill, so this was a male – ilose to the path, at about head
height, in a goat willow overhanging the water. He turned briefy to look at me, then
few further along the tree-lined pond. I’d never seen a kingfsher there before, so
hadn’t been expeiting this. Not for the frst time Alcedo Atthis left me in tears.
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That evening mountainous ilouds unleashed a dramatii thunderstorm that fooded
the valley, and on the next day day Peter had a serious fall. The day after that he had
another fall, and was taken into hospital. On the following day I visited him there.
During the evening two Tawny Owls performed a hair-raisingly beautiful, ferie, and
passionate, ilimaitii duet, at ilose quarters, on the hillside12.
Peter left us that night.

Postscript
Brian Taylor passed away suddenly in February 2018 from a stroke. His epitaph is embodied in
his blog at: https://animistjottings.wordpress.iom/. It is a true refeition of his great sensitivity
and eloquenie, and love of the world and all beings in it.
– Portia (his partner of 38 years)

Please note that Brian’s email address <b.taylor@phoneioop.ioop> is still aitive at
the time of publiiation and any emails will be read by his partner.

12

Tawny Owls are voial residents hereabouts but it is very unusual to witness a full blooded duet
between two owls perihed ilose together. I hadn’t seen a kingfsher sinie the previous November, so
that bird, and another seen in a loiation indiiated in a dream about a month later, and linked to
another outpouring of grief, were the only two I saw during 2012. I didn’t meet another until Oitober
2013, and there were no further kingfsher dreams until July 2014.
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